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Abstract 
This working paper examines energy transitions in the UK and Denmark from the perspectives of 

‘disruption’ and ‘industrial policy’.  Both of these areas have received emerging interest in recent 

years, yet there is conceptual ambiguity about what constitutes each domain. Through an in depth 

theoretical discussion of both concepts, we develop a conceptual framework which identifies key 

characteristics constituting understandings of disruption and industrial policy. Rather than 

conclusively defining these concepts based on the theoretical discussion, we identify different 

dimensions, which can inform empirically grounded analyses of how actors within the energy system 

understand the nature and extent of the presence of disruption and industrial policies and how these 

two key domains interact. We use this conceptual framework as the basis for interviews with key 

actors in the energy systems of Denmark and the UK, supplemented by findings from the existing 

empirical literature. Based on this, we analyze the nature and status of both disruption and industrial 

policy pertaining to energy transitions in these two countries. We find that in the UK, despite large 

penetrations of renewable energy in the generation mix, the system remains centralised with 

traditional incumbent actors still retaining the dominant market share with community ownership 

constituting only a small proportion of energy ownership. Significant technological disruption is 

however taking place at the level of the UK grid. In contrast, Denmark has seen more disruption of the 

traditional centralised energy system with a shift to a decentralised system, with more demand side 

management, and greater role for communities and cooperative forms of ownership than the UK. In 

terms of industrial policy, there was evidence of sustained interventions on the part of the Danish 

state to promote the wind energy industry since the 1980s through a variety of mechanisms, including 

a long-term vision, a greater focus on skills and jobs benefits and regional clustering activities. The UK 

on the other hand, until recently, has seen minimal green industrial policy, while policy support for 

offshore wind and the nuclear industry can be detected as implicit industrial policy. We outline 

different themes that can form propositions for future research: industrial policy as an enabler of 

disruption; lack of industrial policy as hindering disruption; industrial policy to manage the negative 

implications of disruption; industrial policy as facilitating and stabilising an emerging energy regime; 

and industrial policy to protect incumbency and resist disruption.  
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1. Introduction 
Sustainability transitions in which landscape pressures, such as global climate change, enable green 

niches to challenge and fundamentally change regimes (Markard et al. 2012) are associated with 

processes of ‘creative destruction’ on the system level (see, e.g., Kivimaa & Kern 2016). Creative 

destruction was initially coined by Schumpeter (1942) and later described by Soete and ter Weel 

(1999) as a process in which innovative entrepreneurs challenge incumbent firms and technologies to 

the degree that existing technologies may become obsolete and incumbents need to withdraw from 

the market. In such processes, ‘disruptive innovation’ plays a major role in reducing the value of 

existing competences in firms (Abernathy & Clark, 1985) and perhaps also shaping broader transition 

pathways. Yet, as is well known in the innovation studies literature, disruptive innovation – may that 

be new technologies, services or business models – presents a major challenge for incumbents 

(Christensen & Rosenbloom, 1995; King & Baatartogtokh, 2015), as it can profoundly reconstitute 

innovation trajectories by undermining the positions of incumbents (Trubnikov, 2017). However, 

many previous analyses applying the concept of disruption tend to focus on strategic decision-making 

of individual firms, while there is less focus on more ‘systemic’ perspectives on disruption and the 

broader policy context in which disruptive innovations emerge (Dijk, Orsato, & Kemp, 2015).  In this 

article rather than focussing on specific disruptive innovations, we expand the term to focus on 

‘disruption’ on a systemic level, in terms of the differing disruptive effects that are perceived to be 

occurring as a result of sociotechnical change.  

First, the more ‘systemic’ perspective on disruption (and disruptive innovation) is an increasingly 

discussed topic particularly in the energy sector, where renewable energy technologies in combination 

with storage, demand-side and smart control systems may form globally disruptive technological 

combinations (PWC, 2016; Richter, 2013a, 2013b; Seba, 2014). These combinations may potentially 

have profound systemic effects on the broader socio-technical systems surrounding energy 

production, distribution and consumption, including increasing demand response and prosumption, 

active rather than passive networks, increased flexibility requirements, and greater reliance on data 

sharing between actors. Yet, much of the transitions literature has only loosely applied the term 

‘disruptive innovation’ and not clarified what exactly is disruptive about these ongoing changes in 

energy systems.  

Second, the broader policy context in which disruptive innovations emerge has mainly been studied 

from the perspective of innovation and environmental policy (Kivimaa & Kern 2016), while other policy 

fields have so far been largely neglected in this debate. We argue that this neglect is particularly 

striking for industrial policy for which processes of creative destruction are of high relevance. 

Industrial policy has gained attention in policy and academic circles recently, mainly in the wake of the 

financial crisis of 2008. For example, the European Union has since 2010 adopted a “fresh approach 

to industrial policy”, identifying specific sectors including the energy supply industries (Stiglitz et al. 

2013). Yet, there remains ambiguity about the content of industrial policy. Soete has defined it as 

“structural policies designed to strengthen the efficiency, scale and international competitiveness of 

domestic industrial sectors, typically containing an element of national champions, of self-reliance in 

bringing about growth and development” (Soete, 2007: 273). More recently, the disconnect from 

sustainability objectives has been addressed within the notion of ‘green industrial policy’ (Hallegatte 

& Vogtschilb, 2013), although with limited grounding in the traditional industrial policy literature, 

leading to loose definitions (Pegels, 2014).  

Combining these two shortcomings in the literature, we argue that previous research has insufficiently 

addressed how industrial policy enables or constrains disruptive innovation and, hence, has influenced 

socio-technical systems in adapting to the potentially disruptive effects of emerging low-carbon 
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energy technologies and services. In this paper, we address this gap by merging these two strands of 

literatures – analysis of disruption from a systemic perspective and the rejuvenation of industrial 

policy – to examine how industrial policy guides and is shaped by evolving disruption in the energy 

system. In doing so, we recognise that disruption and industrial policy are terms that are often difficult 

to pin down (Bianchi & Labory, 2006b; King & Baatartogtokh, 2015) despite frequently being used in 

policy and academia (Ciuriak, 2011; Hardman, Steinberger-Wilckens, & Van Der Horst, 2013). 

Therefore, in this paper we aim to answer the following three research questions: How can disruption 

be characterized in sustainability transition processes? What is the role of industrial policy for 

disruption – both as an enabler and a barrier? And, what new industrial policies have emerged to 

handle systemic disruption?  

To answer these research questions we have chosen the research case of the low-carbon energy 

transition for two main reasons. First, the low carbon energy transition is one of the few sustainability 

transition processes, which has already advanced significantly, not only challenging incumbents but 

also leading to system-level disruption. Second, while the low-carbon energy transition has been 

studied from a variety of angles, providing important contextual information, the role of industrial 

policy for facilitating disruptive innovation has not been sufficiently addressed, but is of increasing 

interest globally (Warwick, 2013). However, countries vary considerably in terms of the kinds of 

interventions that governments are willing to take and the degree to which industrial policy is 

coordinated towards particular long-term sustainability agendas involving disruption (Lütkenhorst, 

Altenburg, Pegels, & Vidican, 2014). Therefore, we illustrate and compare empirical analysis carried 

out in the UK and Denmark.  

Both the UK and Denmark have set ambitious climate targets, have implemented various policy 

instruments and experienced large deployments of renewable energies, albeit in differing ways and 

on different time scales. Yet, it is not clear whether the changes taking place in these two countries so 

far can be claimed to be disruptive and, if so, what differing aspects of the energy system in terms of 

infrastructure, rules, regulations, business models, etc. are being disrupted. In addition, it is not clear 

what the role of industrial policy in promoting or hindering disruption in these countries has been. We 

are exploring these research questions based on a combination of expert interviews and document 

analysis, complemented by a systematic literature review. Thereby, we seek to understand how 

disruption is understood by a variety of actors, and what the role of industrial policy is in enabling or 

hindering disruptive change. In addition, our comparative research design allows us to generate 

insights into how disruption and approaches to industrial policy are country-specific and what kinds 

of industrial policy seem particularly conducive to stimulating, coordinating and adapting to disruptive 

innovation in the energy system. Ultimately, we argue that the chosen research case is of key interest 

to policy makers around the world interested in decarbonising the energy system through low-carbon 

innovation, which may be disruptive and hence raise competitiveness concerns. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines key literatures related to both 

disruptive innovation and industrial policy, and the analytical framework that has been developed on 

the basis of these literatures. Section 3 outlines the research method. Section 4 analyses the data 

through a discussion of key themes emerging from the research. Section 5 presents the implications 

and conclusions of this analysis in terms of key relationships between disruptive innovation and 

industrial policy.   
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2. Conceptual background  

2.1 Disruptive innovation  

2.1.1 Disruptive innovation in firms and markets 
Building on Schumpeter’s seminal concept of ‘creative destruction’ (Schumpeter, 1942), the term 

‘disruptive innovation’ emerged in the 1990s, to understand at the level of the firm, the different 

dynamics of ‘sustaining’ and ‘disruptive’ innovations (Bower & Christensen, 1995; Christensen & 

Rosenbloom, 1995). While sustaining innovation happens in the context of existing markets, disruptive 

innovations “bring to the market a very different value proposition than has been available previously. 

Generally, disruptive technologies under-perform established products in mainstream markets, but 

they have other features that a few fringe (and generally new) customers value” (Christensen, 1997, 

19). What was originally a focus on ‘disruptive technology’ was updated by Christensen & Raynor 

(2003) to be disruptive innovation with the recognition that it was not just new technologies but also 

new business models which could be disruptive for incumbent firms.  

The concept was designed around the dilemma that incumbent firms had been incapable of ‘catching 

the wave’ of innovative technological developments due to their continued investment in products 

that suit existing customers rather than anticipating the emergence of new markets and investing in 

them. Classic examples of firms failing to respond adequately to keep their competitive advantage 

abounded in the 1990s; including the rise of Walmart, the tire industry and the difficulties facing 

Goodyear in terms of radial tire designs, Xerox missing out as Canon took over the small copier market, 

or Bucyrus-Eire losing trade as Caterpillar took over the excavator market (Bower & Christensen, 

1996). The aim of the early literature was in some ways to enhance the ability of incumbent firms to 

anticipate disruptive innovations to ‘catch the wave’ of their development and absorb them into their 

existing business operations. 

The concept of ‘disruptive innovation’ has received a number of criticisms. Chesbrough (2001) 

outlined that analysis of disruptive innovation and its role in anticipating and predicting its effects was 

challenging due to the lack of more precise and consistent terminology and the selective nature of the 

cases given that they were all based in the USA and, thus, causal explanations were potentially being 

derived based on a unique context. Another key critique was that it used past selective (‘cherry 

picked’) examples to suit a particular theory. While it was useful in identifying ex post disruptive 

innovations, the question was whether it could identify disruptive innovations ex ante (Danneels, 

2004). Further, Markides (2006) identified a lack of empirical clarity offered by Christensen’s analysis 

in terms of delineating what innovations constituted business models or merely technological factors 

(or new products).  

Current research continues to seek to define what the seemingly elusive terminology of disruptive 

innovation actually means. Hardman et al. (2013) discuss a range of disruptive innovations and 

usefully identify several common characteristics to these differing cases: the threat of disruptive 

innovations is often not recognised by existing market leaders; disruptive technologies are initially 

thought more expensive than incumbent technologies; the quality of the disruptive technology is 

often worse than the quality of the technology they seek to replace; the technology has some form of 

‘added value’; disruptive technologies fill ‘niches’ and then spread more widely; and the incumbent 

technology is never wiped out altogether but will once again become a niche. Furthermore, in the 

context of telecommunications Trubnikov (2017) notes that not all seemingly disruptive innovations, 

such as Skype, have disrupted the mainstream market but rather co-exist with incumbent business 

models. 
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Finally, some studies have extended the focus on firms to markets, asking which ‘markets’ rather than 

just firms are transformed by disruptive innovations (Nagy et al. 2016). They define three 

characteristics that can change markets, including radical functionality, discontinuous technical 

standards, and innovation ownership. ‘Radical functionality’ enables users to undertake new 

behaviour or accomplish new tasks that were impossible before. ‘Discontinuous technical standards’ 

refer to factors that utilise new materials and disrupt the wider supply chain while doing this. 

‘Ownership’ does not relate specifically to the physical characteristics of a technology but rather to 

abstract characteristics, including the ways in which resources are allocated, the distribution of profits, 

motivations of the workforce, and also how an innovation is received in the market place: “Alternative 

forms of ownership in an established industry have disrupted the status quo of these industries by 

changing characteristics like price, or services surrounding the innovation. These changes have effects 

on marketplace expectations surrounding an industry” (Nagy et al. 2015: 121). 

2.1.2. Disruptive innovation in the context of sustainability transitions 
So far, little explicit attention has been paid to understanding disruptive innovation in the context of 

broader sociotechnical systems. An opening has been made by Dijk et al. (2015) in examining broader 

‘market reconfigurations’ combining the work of Nagy et al. (2005) with work on socio-technical 

transitions and, in particular, ‘typologies of innovation pathways’ developed by Geels & Schot (2007). 

They show how disruptive innovations through market reconfigurations can lead to substantial 

changes in technological regimes, ‘regime transitions’ being a form of market evolution (Dijk et al., 

2015). That is, they do not only regard new products and firms but also the structures, agents, and 

processes that reproduce a socio-technical regime and those that unsettle it. We argue that this more 

systemic look at disruptive innovation is valuable in the efforts to ‘accelerate’ change to more 

environmentally and socially sustainable socio-technical systems when incremental change is 

identified as being too slow to meet current challenges (World Bank, 2014). Thus, we build on this 

early work on disruptive innovation and apply it to the system level.  

Within the broad theme of sustainability transitions much discussion around ‘disruptive innovation’ 

or ‘clean disruption’ has focussed energy sector, particularly electricity, because this is where some of 

the most profound sociotechnical changes have occurred in the past thirty years (Hardman et al., 

2013; Mitchell et al  2016; PWC, 2016; Rogers, 2012; Wainstein & Bumpus, 2015). Seba (2014), for 

example, argues that renewables (particularly solar) and electric vehicles will entirely disrupt the 

prevailing energy regime, altering the ‘energy architecture’ of our lives, moving away from a resource-

based (coal, gas, and uranium) energy system. Further, he argues that wholesale electricity markets 

are already being disrupted by large amounts of renewables with zero marginal costs. This challenges 

the current utility model of buying and selling electricity generated within a few large centralised fossil 

fuel and nuclear power stations, where supply was controlled by a few central incumbent energy 

utilities, and consumers played a largely passive role (Platt et al 2014; Richter, 2013a; Teece, 2010; 

Verbong et al 2013). In particular solar power opens up new value systems and markets that ultimately 

may destroy old ones, potentially putting large vertically integrated utilities out of business (Richter, 

2013b). In addition, digitization adds to the disruption by transforming the energy system to an 

information-based system that may require fundamentally different business models, and have knock-

on effects on other system dimensions. 

There is still ambiguity, however, regarding which technology ‘counts’ as disruptive. Rogers (2012) 

outlines, for example, LED lighting, digital applications to energy use, grid storage, solar photovoltaic, 
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along with other innovations including ‘unconventional gas’ and ‘clean coal’. However, some of these 

could be viewed as regime sustaining than disrupting. For example, a recent report by Price 

Waterhouse Coopers categorises Small Modular nuclear reactors as ‘disruptive’ (PWC, 2016), whereas 

others see SMRs as a way in which the nuclear ‘regime’ is attempting to save itself in the face of 

significant economic pressures. Therefore, there does seem to be a degree of ambiguity in terms of 

what technologies are classified as disruptive by some literatures. This highlights the need to consider 

in more depth the context in which disruption is taking place and for more empirically driven accounts 

of the broader implications and disruptive effects of different technological choices rather than a priori 

classifications regarding the disruptiveness of certain technologies.  

A key question relates to what is the added value of bringing understandings of disruption into 

sustainability transitions research. We argue that identifying the differing characteristics of disruption 

on a system level offers an important empirical vantage point for interrogating in more detail the 

nature and extent of change in an energy transition, beyond notions of a ‘low carbon energy 

transitions’ to see how differing low carbon technological trajectories entail significantly different 

sociotechnical implications. Paying more attention on whether change in the energy system is 

disruptive or sustaining and the extent to which differing aspects of the energy system (actors, 

business and ownership models, technological dimensions) are disrupted as a result is the added value 

we propose. We regard a focus on disruption, thus, a device for exploring in more detail how an energy 

transition takes place in a particular context, and the nature of this change in terms of its disruptive 

effects – going beyond assumptions that transition processes are necessarily disruptive.  

Finally, another area of ambiguity in disruptive innovation for socio-technical transitions relates to the 

role of policy in accelerating or hindering disruptive innovations. Ruan's et al. (2014) analysis looks at 

the ways in which government intervention supports disruptive innovations. It has also been noted 

that regulation due to its co-evolution with technology tends to support sustaining rather than 

disruptive innovation (Trubnikov, 2017). The link between policy and disruptive innovation is a 

pertinent subject of study from the perspective of the whole energy system, where the high upfront 

capital costs and strong path dependence through sunk investments and increasing returns through 

established business models, is recognised to make the energy system especially ‘locked in’ (Delrio & 

Unruh, 2007). Change is often unlikely to occur in the energy system without state interventions of 

some kind (Mazzucato, 2015). While the role of energy and climate policy is extensively researched 

for energy transitions, our interest is on the influence of industrial policy and in particular green 

industrial policy on disruptive innovation.  

2.2 Industrial policy  

2.2.1 Traditional industrial policy and its rejuvenation 
Industrial policy is a broad term capturing different manifestations and forms of policy intervention 

(Dhéret et al 2014; Stolingen, 1996). At its broadest, industrial policy has been defined as “…a variety 

of public actions aimed at guiding and controlling the structural transformation process of an 

economy” (Bianchi & Labory, 2006: 3). More specifically, industrial policy is used in reference to 

“policies by which governments attempt to shape the sectoral allocation of the economy” (Greenwald 

& Stiglitz, 2013: 43). Industrial policy can be explicit or implicit, intentional or unintentional, but in 

effect it has typically meant that certain industries are favoured more than others, thus, shaping the 

sectoral allocation of the economy (Stiglitz et al., 2013). Most countries pursue an industrial policy 

through “any government decision, regulation or law that encourages ongoing activity or investment 

in an industry” (Yifu Lin & Monga, 2013: 23). In practice, this is likely to require elements of different 
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policy fields, such as educational, innovation, economic and financial policies, so that new industries 

can reach what Yifu Lin and Monga describe as “economies of scale and become lowest cost 

producers” (Yifu Lin & Monga, 2013: 25).  

Yet, the term industrial policy is a controversial one (Wade, 2012), stemming partly from fuzzy 

definitions, varying scope, normative questions, and differing applications between countries (Yifu Lin 

& Monga, 2013; Bianchi & Labory, 2006b). Thus, we argue that industrial policy cannot be easily 

discerned through a simple identification of stated industrial policy, but must be looked at in terms of 

identifying those policies, or mix of policies, which may be of relevance to the aim(s) of industrial 

policy. As such industrial policy lends itself to be systematised through the lens of policy mixes (Rogge 

and Reichardt, 2016), with instrument mixes including both ‘vertical’ sectoral interventions and 

‘horizontal’ ones overlapping different sectoral domains and a broader range of actors. In addition, 

when it comes to ‘mission oriented’ industrial policy strategies (Mazzucato, 2013; Mazzucato, 2015; 

Mazzucato et al., 2015) long term ‘guiding visions’ around shared goals and challenges are another 

crucial component in coordinating industrial transformation. 

Many facets of industrial policy are inspired by insights from innovation systems approaches (Malerba, 

2002). For example, many accounts of industrial policy pinpoint innovation policy and long term 

strategic R&D support as key components of industrial policy (Andreoni, 2017; European Parliment, 

2016; O’Sullivan, Andreoni, López-Gómez, & Gregory, 2013; Schwarzer, 2013). Other examples 

concern the importance assigned to industrial clusters (Karl & Möller, 2003), collaborative links with 

research institutions and industry (Hancké & Coulter, 2013), and coordination of industrial relations 

by government (Kalman & Tiits, 2014). These are all factors that are recognised as important in 

national innovation systems perspectives (Freeman, 1987), which explains overlaps in industrial and 

innovation policy. 

However, national approaches towards industrial policy vary greatly. As Andreoni (2017: 246) states 

“The variation in countries’ industrial policy experiences is driven by their contextual—institutional 

and structural—and political economy differences as well as by the different policy space and 

rationales for government action.” Thus, the ways in which industrial policy can be compared includes 

differences in regional and national industrial policy, the role and type of finance (for example the 

presence of local and national banks), education and skills training policies, export oriented policies in 

relation to the state supporting industrial platforms and trade missions, innovation policy such as 

public R&D support, and the role of trade unions in decision making. That is, comparing industrial 

policies involves examining factors that relate to institutional understandings of ‘varieties of 

capitalism’ (Ćetković & Buzogány, 2015; Hall & Gingerich, 2009).  

The degree to which industrial policy has been used explicitly by policy makers over time is influenced 

by the broader economic context. Arguably, industrial policy had somewhat fallen out of favour from 

the 1980s onwards with the rise of ‘neoliberalism’ as a dominant form of economic ideology, with 

industrial policy being seen as a part of ‘inefficient’ government practices of ‘picking winners’. This 

gave way to privatisation and deregulation policies leading to increased governance through market 

mechanisms with an idealist minimal role for the State. However, in the wake of the financial crisis of 

2008, a number of authors have pointed towards a ‘return’ (Wade 2012), ‘renaissance’ (Ciuriak, 2011) 

‘rejuvenation’ (Stiglitz, Yifu, & Monga, 2013), ‘reinvention’(Lall, 2003), ‘resurrection’ (OECD Observer, 

2012), and ‘resurgence’ (Ciuriak & Curtis, 2013; Warwick, 2013) in industrial policy in recent years. 

Much of this renewed interest in industrial policy stemmed from the response to the ‘Washington 

Consensus’ encouraging developing countries to take a more proactive governmental role in 

stimulating industry rather than relying on free markets (Harrison & Rodríguez-Clare, 2009). The 
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renewed interest in industrial policy is driven by two main factors: first, the need to re-stimulate 

growth and employment in response to the economic crisis, concerns over structural imbalances in 

the economy, the prevalence of market failures, the political economy of market bail-outs, and the 

success of the emerging market economies (Warwick, 2013). Second, the pursuit of a number of 

societal objectives (Stiglitz et al., 2013), such as moving towards low-carbon and resource efficient 

societies. Modern industrial policy has been argued to include objectives related to the creation of a 

learning economy, addressing distributional issues and promoting employment (Stiglitz et al., 2013). 

For example, the European Union industrial policy is being reconsidered in response to unemployment 

and the decline of manufacturing (European Parliment, 2016), where the aim is to use industrial policy 

measures to boost the competitiveness of the EU region (Kalman & Tiits, 2014). Increasingly, also the 

challenge of climate change and the opportunities of bolstering employment and manufacturing 

around low-carbon innovation is being recognised (Spencer et al., 2016), paving the way for green 

industrial policy.  

 

2.2.2 Green industrial policy 
In recent years, discussions around ‘green industrial policy’ have become more prolific (Böhringer, 

Rivers, Rutherford, & Wigle, 2012; Cato et al  2013; Hallegatte & Vogt-schilb, 2013;  Lockwood, 2016; 

McDowall & Ekins, 2014; Rodrik, 2014; Schwarzer, 2013). The idea is to ‘kill two birds’ by promoting 

more eco-efficient technologies dealing with an environmental problem while simultaneously 

bolstering economic competitiveness in order to deal with economic problems associated with 

industrial decline (Creutzig et al., 2014). Green industrial policy seeks to build new industrial 

trajectories around the green economy and, thus, explicitly addresses environmental policy 

objectives. There is recognition that green industries are often ‘infant industries’, and since 

‘environmental externalities’ are not priced correctly (Lockwood, 2016), strategic and coordinated 

industrial policy that supports green technologies and mitigates and manages labour market processes 

is crucial (Lütkenhorst et al., 2014). For example, as sustainability transitions gain momentum 

industrial policy can help prepare for new kinds of jobs and skills that become necessary following the 

closure of incumbent industries.  

Pegels and Lütkenhorst (2014b) define green industrial policy as “government intervention to hasten 

the restructuring of the economy towards environmental sustainability” and outline five factors of 

importance: inducing innovation, creating jobs, mitigating climate change, and minimising cost to 

consumers. As pointed out by Pegels and Lütkenhorst, international trade is a key consideration, with 

tariff protection, favourable customs and excise taxes, and ‘local content requirements’ representing 

potential instruments for protecting domestic manufacturing and fostering internationally 

competitive industries. Many different policy instruments have been identified as green industrial 

policy. For example, Schwarzer (2013) differentiates between regulatory and control mechanisms, 

environmental taxes, industry protection, and industry support mechanisms. This example illustrates 

that industrial policy not only overlaps with innovation policy, but in the context of sustainability 

transitions it also overlaps with environmental policy.  

While policy and policy mixes are acknowledge to play a key role for governing sustainability 

transitions (Rogge and Reichardt, 2016), industrial policy is seldom explicitly mentioned and if so often 

only in passing. Also, the role of the state has not been a focal point of enquiry in the transitions 

literature (Meadowcroft, 2005), despite ‘niches’ implicitly relying on long-term state support as part 

of shielding, nurturing and empowering processes (Smith & Raven, 2012). More recently, however, 

through attention towards both ‘creative’ and ‘destructive’ instruments in policy mixes (Kivimaa & 
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Kern, 2016a), as well as the ‘destabilisation’ of incumbent industries (Turnheim & Geels, 2012), 

attention towards more structural and directed processes of industrial change befit of industrial policy 

are gradually emerging in the sustainability transitions literature. An example in this regard is the 

deliberate ‘phasing out’ or discontinuation of unsustainable technological trajectories (Stegmaier, 

Kuhlmann, & Visser, 2014). 

2.3 Analytical framework  
We combine these two streams of literatures to an analytical framework deployed which focuses on 

elucidating the relationship between disruption and industrial policy (see Virhe. Viitteen lähdettä ei 

löytynyt.). Regarding disruption, our analytical framework differentiates between five dimensions 

that form (sometimes competing) understandings of disruption. First, we consider technological 

factors, which can include particular technologies and technological or engineering effects and 

challenges, which are present and considered disruptive. Second, we look at market-based and 

business model related factors where changes in business models and effects on the energy market 

can be initiated through sociotechnical change entailing disruptive qualities. Third, disruption may also 

have important implications for regulatory frameworks that may not be designed with new 

technologies and innovations in mind and thus may be another important site where disruptive effects 

manifest. Fourth, another sign of disruption can be changes in ownership was also identified from the 

literature as an important consideration where often disruption especially in the energy sector is 

associated with changes in who owns assets and the models around which ownership is designed, 

often at the behest of incumbent owners. By analysing to which extent transition processes have 

affected these five dimensions, we answer our first research question, as indicated by Virhe. Viitteen 

lähdettä ei löytynyt.. 

Building on the literatures discussed above, particularly in the ‘variety of industrial policies’ approach 

(Andreoni, 2017) we identify several factors that can assist in identifying and analysing industrial policy 

in each case study country. First, we include traditional industrial policy in the form of state 

interventions to support existing industries in a particular national context, and this reflects on the 

longer-term approach to industrial policy present in each country, beyond simply the energy sector. 

Second, alongside this, evidence of green industrial policy in the form of support for the creation of 

new industrial trajectories around sustainable energy will be examined. Third, industrial policies can 

take the form of differing instruments from vertical interventions for particular sectors or technologies 

such as direct subsidies policies, to horizontal policies such as establishing multi-actor trade platforms 

around industrial growth, as well as different scales of policy interventions on industry between 

national and regional. Fourth, policies aimed at stimulating a country’s manufacturing sector also were 

identified above as being a key dimension of how industrial policies can vary. The fifth and final 

dimension we include is consideration of skills, jobs and trade unions, encapsulating a focus on the 

ways in which industrial policy can differ based on actions taken to support and prioritise workforce 

issues. 

Our framework also contains a set of contextual dimensions that are cross-cutting in terms of entailing 

energy policy-related, economic, political and institutional characteristics. These factors have 

important bearings on both disruption and industrial policy and cannot be excluded in an analysis 

seeking to understand differences between Denmark and the UK with respect to the two key 

categories. These dimensions are based around policy issues and market related issues, which have 

bearing on industrial policy and disruption, comprising five dimensions. First, guiding visions and 

expectations pertaining to the decarbonisation of the energy system and the economy (Linton, 2002; 

Mazzucato & Watson, 2017). Second, policy approaches in broader sectors in our case in particular 

energy and climate policy. Third, we look at the decision making culture, drawing attention to the 
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differing forms of democratic engagement, forms of political engagement and types of actors involved 

in the decision making process (Mazzucato et al., 2015). Fourth, we look at the extent of liberalisation 

and privatisation in a country and particularly in relation to the energy sector, which is often a key 

way in which broader policy approaches can vary between countries (Hall et al., 2016). Fifth, we look 

at degree of state intervention (Crafts & Hughes, 2013) that takes place in each country again, giving 

extra scrutiny to activities in the energy sector. These last two strongly relate and must be considered 

when approaches to industrial policy are being analysed.   

As illustrated in Figure 1 our analytical framework captures the interplay between industrial policy and 

system disruption to answer our second research question. On the one hand, it addresses how 

industrial policy operates in an enabling or hindering manner to disruption in the energy system (as 

indicated by RQ2a), and on the other hand how disruptive innovation in turn shapes industrial policy 

(as indicated by RQ2b).  

Figure 1: Conceptual framework for analysing the interplay of industrial policy and system disruption 

 

Source: Own 

 

3. Research method 
A country case study approach (Yin, 2003) was adopted to understand the interplay between industrial 

policy and disruptive innovation in energy transitions.  

3.1 Data Collection 
We rely on in-depth interviews as a primary data source backed up by academic literature and policy 

documentation as secondary data sources. Regarding the former, expert interviews were conducted 
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in the UK and Denmark during November 2016 – March 2017, comprising 13 interviews in the UK and 

20 interviews in Denmark. Two members of the research team conducted interviews, one overseeing 

Denmark and the other, the UK.  Interviewees were selected to represent expertise on disruptive 

innovation in the energy sector and covered experts from different actor groups, including civil service, 

politics, utilities, industry associations and trade unions, non-governmental organisations and think 

tanks, consultants, and researchers. The interview duration ranged between 45- 95 minutes. The table 

below outlines how many interviewees were in each category in each case study. 

 

Table 1: Number of interviewees per category in UK and Denmark 

 

Interview category Number of interviews UK Number of interviews DK 

Research 1 4 

Utility 1 2 

Regulation 1 2 

Government agency/ civil 
service 

2 4 

Politician 1 2 

NGO 3 2 

Think tank/ consultancy 2 2 

Industry Trade Association/ 
Trade Union 

2 3 

Total number of interviews 13 21 

 

Source: Own. 

 

Data collection was guided by a semi-structured interview guide, which was oriented around an open-

ended questioning regarding disruption and industrial policy in order to understand how disruption 

and industrial policy are understood by actors operating within the energy systems of Denmark and 

the UK. As a consequence, interviewees were asked about their understanding of (1) what disruptive 

changes (if any) had occurred in the country’s energy system, and (2) what industrial policy was and 

what its role in disruption was thought to be. Open-ended questions were followed up by prompts 

arising from the analytical framework.  

 

Regarding the documentary analysis, for each case study country we conducted a literature review 

based around the key words of industrial policy, disruption, and energy transition. For each case study 

country, this resulted in a list of over 30 peer-reviewed articles and reports focussed on these three 

key areas, building important background contextual information regarding each case study country, 

as well as enabling triangulation of emerging research findings.  

3.2 Data analysis 
For the analysis of our primary data, we transcribed all interview manuscripts and then followed four 

main analytical steps. In a first step, the interview data was coded. For this, we developed an initial 

coding framework based on the analytical framework but refined it on the basis of the interviews. This 

refinement was accomplished by four researchers coding one interview individually, followed by a 

joint discussion to compare coding. This resulted in some alterations to the list of codes and the 

improvement of the uniform interpretation of codes. To enhance the reliability of our analysis we 

conducted two further rounds of comparative coding until a satisfactory level of mutual understanding 

of the codes and the coding procedure was achieved and a final list of codes was agreed upon (see 

Annex 1). Based on this, subsequently the first author coded all transcribed interviews in NVivo. 
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In the second step, we analysed the coded interviews. Following an initial coding and preliminary 

analysis of the interviews in NVivo, the most frequently used codes were selected for more systematic 

analysis. For this, we used an Excel spreadsheet as an assisting tool to generate an overview of the 

main insight, using one sheet per country. In a first instance, the first author summarized for each 

country and each interview the key insights regarding the selected codes. Subsequently, these 

summaries were discussed with the co-authors, and in particular with those who interviewed the 

relevant experts, and modified, if deemed necessary. Based on these, for each country we then 

generated a joint interpretation of overall findings, arriving at one summary finding per code and per 

country. To do so, three authors first recorded their own interpretation of each code, which allowed 

for discussing differing interpretations and meanings. This analytical process facilitated the generation 

of consensus on meanings and of the results obtained. This joint interpretation approach was carried 

out for both cases to ensure robustness of the analysis. In a final analytical step we then, again for 

each country separately, focused on deriving the bigger picture and identifying overarching findings 

regarding our research questions. 

In a third step, we complemented our interview findings with the empirical literature pertaining to the 

country cases. Apart from providing crucial background information related to the energy transitions 

of the UK and Denmark, this empirical literature was used to triangulate the interview data. Also, key 

statistics related to energy production, industrial and economic information, and R&D statistics were 

drawn from the literature to supplement interview insights. In a final step, country findings were 

compared with those for other countries and broader comparative themes were drawn out.  

4. Findings 
 

In this section, we present the results from interviews and secondary literature regarding the status 

of energy disruption and industrial policy in Denmark and the UK. We begin by first, briefly setting out 

basic information of the energy transitions of these two countries to guide the reader. We then focus 

on the contextual factors relevant to each country. These are presented first as they have important 

bearing for both disruption and industrial policy. We then focus on dimensions of disruption and 

industrial policy in each case study country before focussing in the relationship between these two 

areas in terms of enablers and barriers.  

 

4.1 Low carbon energy transitions in the UK and Denmark 
This brief subsection outlines the basics of the important changes in the energy mixes of the UK and 

Denmark over the past thirty years. It is not designed to be comprehensive but to orient the reader to 

the two case study countries. More in-depth accounts of the policy evolution in the energy sectors of 

the UK  (Pearson & Watson, 2012) and Denmark (Lipp, 2007) are recommended as useful references 

for understanding the energy transitions of these two countries in more detail. 

UK 

In terms of Electricity Generation, the UK has undergone an important shift from 1990 to the present 

day. In 1990 the generation mix was made up of coal (65%), nuclear (21%), oil (10%) gas (2%), and 

hydro (2%) (IEA 2015). The share of percentage in electricity generation in 2014 by technology was 

coal (30%), gas (30%) nuclear (19%), wind (10%), biofuels (6%) and solar PV (1%) (ibid). This change 

over time is the result of a variety of factors and policies (see Pearson & Watson, 2012). But some 

important points of note, include the ‘dash for gas’ where the UK saw much coal fired generation 
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replaced by combined cycle gas turbines, and increasing renewable generation as a result of policies 

including the Non-Fossil Fuel obligation (1991), the renewables obligation (2002), and Feed-in-Tariffs, 

renewable obligation subsidies, and contracts for difference for solar, on shore wind, and offshore 

wind respectively. In 2016, renewables accounted for over 30% of the electricity generation mix 

(DECC, 2016). 

Important guiding factors during this period was the privatisation of the Central Electricity Generating 

Board (CEGB) in 1990 creating a liberalised electricity market, as well as concerns over depleting North 

Sea oil and gas resources. ‘Energy security’ has become a key concern alongside the UK’s leading 

commitment to climate change mitigation signalled by the singing of the Climate Change Act, (the 

world’s first legally binding climate act) in 2008 ( Lockwood, 2013). However, besides electricity, there 

has not been the levels of decarbonisation as in the electricity sector. Renewables only account for a 

small proportion of heat supply (5.64%) and transport 4.23% of transport fuel, meaning that the UK 

may miss its 2020 targets. (Committee on Climate Change, 2016). Energy efficiency, is another 

important area and while differing policies have been implemented over the years, and the area is 

complex, the UK ranks comparatively poorly compared to other countries in Europe where data is also 

available (Association for the Conservation of Energy, 2015).  

Denmark 

The Danish electricity system has also changed significantly over the past three decades. In 1990, the 

share of the generation mix by technology in Denmark was coal (91%), oil (3%), gas (3%), biofuels (1%) 

and wind (2%). In 2014, this share had changed considerably to wind (40%) coal (34%), gas (7%), 

biofuels (11%), waste (5%), solar PV (2%) and oil (1%) (IEA 2015). Factors influencing this trajectory 

include an early introduction of Feed-in-Tariffs for wind in 1990 and ongoing support mechanisms 

through various energy acts. This change was driven by concerns around energy security reasons 

following the 1970s oil crisis, but also early and long-standing concerns around climate change 

amongst the Danish public which is noted in the literature (Kristine et al, 2017), as well as public 

opposition to nuclear power (discussed in more detail below). 

Denmark is projected to achieve 40% renewable energy as part of final energy consumption by 2020 

(with the official target being 30%) (Danish Energy Agency, 2017). In terms of heat supply, in Denmark 

60% of households are supplied with district heating networks (not found in the UK), and heat 

produced from Combined Heat and Power plants often using biomass and waste. Around 20% of 

households heated from biomass, with the aim of having all heat supply covered by renewables by 

2035. However, Denmark runs the risk of not meeting the commitment of 10% renewable supply in 

the transport sector. Unlike the UK, energy efficiency has been a central concern in Denmark for 

decades, with the World Bank declaring that Denmark has the best framework conditions for energy 

access and  energy efficiency in the world (World Bank, 2017).  

 

So, to summarise it is clear that important changes have been undertaken in the energy sectors of the 

UK and Denmark, and particularly in the electricity sector, this has oriented around the displacement 

of fossil fuels by low carbon sources of energy as part of directed low carbon policies in response to 

climate change. Energy security has also proved to be a key driver in both cases. However, the 

questions remain as to the extent to which such changes have been disruptive in each case study 

country, and second, what role has industrial policy played in enabling or hindering disruption in the 

energy transitions of these two countries, as well as how disruptive processes have impacted on 

industrial policy. 
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4.2 Contextual factors 
In the following, we present key contextual factors which play a role for understanding energy system 

disruption and industrial policy and which are summarized in table 2. This subsection is important in 

orientation for the rest of the empirical analysis because these other broader contextual policy factors 

have bearing on disruption and industrial policy.  

Table 2: Summary of key dimensions and status of disruption in the UK and Denmark 

Dimension UK Denmark 

Vision Lack of long-term vision; 
energy traditionally dominated 
by centralised ‘big is best’ 
paradigm 

Long term vision of ‘alternative 
energy plan’ and long term 
political commitment; 
decentralised energy paradigm 

Energy and climate change 
policy 

Ambitious nuclear new build 
agenda with the largest 
nuclear new build agenda in 
Europe with a planned16GW 
of new capacity; coal phase 
out by 2025.  

No nuclear power; decision 
taken in 1985 to abandon 
nuclear pathway; plans to be 
independent from all fossil 
fuels by 2050; plans to bring 
forward coal phase out from 
2030 to 2025.  

Decision-making culture Centralised; lack of 
decentralised decision making 
to regional or municipal level; 
strong influence of treasury; 
lobbying “majoritarian” 
democracy 

“Negotiative democracy”; 
important decisions taken at 
municipal level. Involvement 
of key stakeholders such as 
trade unions 

Liberalisation and privatisation Early liberalisation of energy 
market; dominance of 
economic logic around 
privatisation and liberalisation 

Liberalisation agenda from 
2000; still many publically 
owned companies 

State intervention Commitment to minimal State 
involvement for past 30 years;  

Notable role of the State, 
especially in directing energy 
policy during the 1990s and 
2005 onwards 

 
 

4.2.1 UK 
 
A key cross-cutting contextual theme that came up in UK interviews was the notion of a lack of long-

term vision, mentioned by nine interviewees. A CEO of a utility company noted that “there’s a lack of 

vision, and a lack of understanding of how everything fits” (UK 8, Utility). A politician expressed that 

“There’s not been a strategic plan… I don’t know what the government thinks that the energy system 

is going to look like in ten years’ time, I'm not entirely convinced they know what it’s going to look like 

in ten years’ time” (UK 2, Politician). However, this response was nuanced by the notion that a 

dominant vision did still exist in UK decision making culture, however, this was based around a 

‘paradigm’ of centralised, ‘baseload’ energy production, noted by four interviewees. A former Civil 
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servant emphasized that for many decades UK energy policy has been and still is dominated by notions 

that “big is best” in terms of large power stations and centralised supply (UK 4, Civil Servant).  

 
Another key point noted by five interviewees was the UK’s ambitious nuclear new build program as 

being an important commitment which contributes to maintaining a centralised vision and which 

remains (along with ‘fracking’) central to the UK’s energy priorities. Indeed, the UK’s nuclear new build 

agenda is an important point to note, because no other European country is committing to such an 

ambitious nuclear new build agenda (Cox et al 2016). What is more, mentioned by three interviewees, 

that this perceived policy favouritism towards nuclear was a result of “…an element of national 

prestige here, there is also a very effective lobby in [the nuclear industry]” (UK 5, Think Tank). 

Related to markets, a relevant contextual factor to take into account (especially for discussions around 

industrial policy later on), was the importance of the liberalisation and privatisation agenda in the UK, 

initiated by Margaret Thatcher in the 1980s. This dominant economic logic was mentioned by four 

interviewees as contributing to a lack of long-term vision due to decisions being coordinated through 

the market. According to a former civil servant, “When privatisation came in…they [the energy sector] 

adopted a completely short term view” (UK 4, Civil Servant). As a government official stated, “the 

current government’s policy is to do very much the same. They prefer market-driven approaches.” (UK 

11, Civil Servant). A member of an energy consultancy noted that the UK treasury is dominated by a 

neoliberal ideology with a “lack of understanding of long range problems” (UK 9, Energy consultancy). 

It was felt by four interviewees that the Treasury has a large sway over UK policy making in general, 

which has constrained support mechanisms and decision making on energy policy, hindering more 

proactive intervention by the state.  

 

Another important contextual factor related to the theme of centralisation was the democratic quality 

of the UK, where it was noted by three interviewees that the UK has a highly centralised form of 

decision making, with a lack of regional governance in general. As discussed later in interview material, 

this was thought to have bearing on the UK’s implementation of industrial policy. It has been noted 

that the UK is widely considered to be the most centralised democracy in Europe, with little regional 

or municipal devolution in terms of decision making powers  (BBC News, 2014;  Hall, 2011; Martin et 

al, 2016). However, this can be nuanced somewhat since from 1998 onwards there have been 

devolutionary powers given to different nations of the UK including Wales, Northern Ireland, and 

Scotland.  This is an important point because the devolved Scottish government have chosen to phase 

out nuclear power, aiming for 100% renewables generation in electricity by 2020, and 50% of all 

energy by 2030, comprising one of the most ambitious renewables policy agendas in the world. In 

2016, almost 60% of final consumption of electricity was provided by renewables, up from 20% in 

2009 with around 35% of this total provided by wind. It is worthy of note that this percentage share 

of renewables in Scotland is on a par with Denmark which has a similar population to Scotland.   

 

4.2.2 Denmark 
 
In terms of visions, eleven interviewees mentioned the importance of a long-standing vision around 

the direction of energy policy going back to the 1980s. Five interviewees mentioned specifically the 

‘Alternative Energy Plan’ proposed in the early 1980s based around a resistance to nuclear power that 

initiated a long-term vision around renewables. A former politician vividly described the power of the 
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vision of the 1980s: “You could see windmills, you can see solar panels, you can see cars having electric. 

I remember the picture.” (DK 18, Politician). A representative from a utility company in Denmark 

describes the importance of “clear political signals” where there has been “broad, politically agreed 

energy acts that we have had. In Denmark we have had these energy acts that have stated that we 

will do this” (DK 19, Utility). Another interviewee described that there has been a long-term “common 

strong story about green transition and transition to a low CO2 a society and that's a common task, a 

common goal that we have” (DK 3, NGO).  

 
Unlike in the UK, the Danish energy vision from an early stage was centred on plans to develop energy 

futures without nuclear power. Indeed, a key energy policy related factor that was mentioned by 

seven interviewees as being crucial to historical developments of Danish energy policy was the large-

scale public opposition against nuclear power in the 1970s and 1980s and the decision taken in 1985 

not to proceed with the technology. One interviewee noted the importance of “the decision that we 

would not have nuclear power in Denmark as an energy source” because “…that of course gave the 

possibility of wind to develop” (DK 5, Research). Denmark has remained committed to this vision of 

the ‘alternative energy plan’ and has never constructed or operated civilian nuclear power to this day.  

 
In terms of state intervention eight interviewees mentioned the key role that the state had in 

supporting the energy transition. This involved the state in the words of three interviewees “forcing” 

companies to move towards biomass in the 1980s, influencing utilities to purchase renewable energy 

in 1985, and for manufacturing and utility companies to invest more in wind energy rather than 

traditional assets. An important context factor related to this theme, mentioned by seven 

interviewees was the particular leadership of Energy minister Svend Auken in the 1990s, in persuading 

utility companies to invest more in onshore and offshore wind driven by his environmental vision. This 

strong political leadership by particular individuals was also emphasised in the close collaboration and 

strong influence the state played in getting companies to shift their business strategies increasingly 

around offshore wind, when they had been hesitant to invest. This is relevant in understanding 

industrial policy because the willingness of state actors to influence directly the trajectory of a 

particular industry is befitting of basic understandings of industrial policy orienting around state 

intervention in contrast to leaving decisions to the market.  

 
In terms of decision making culture and related to multi-level governance, the greater powers that the 

municipal level has for policy making decisions was a factor identified by four interviewees. It was 

noted that the municipal level has had an important role in forwarding policies around transport and 

the construction of combined heat and power plants using biomass, enabled by municipally owned 

district heating and utility companies. This level of control at the municipal level, as well as publically 

owned local utility companies, are factors not present in the UK. Building on the theme of 

decentralisation, one interviewee referred to this as the traditionally more “fairly egalitarian …and 

that is often combined with some decentralisation of decision making” (DK 16, Utility). Decision making 

in Denmark is generally considered as “negotiative democracy” where a variety of stakeholders 

including trade unions are involved in a consensus-building decision making process  (Lijphart, 2012). 

This is clearly a relevant point in considering industrial relations and the kind of actors that would be 

expected to be involved in industrial policy more broadly. As discussed later, the variety of Danish 

industrial policy cannot be divorced from the broader societal relationships and power balances 

oriented around the trade unions and employment issues (Campbell & Pedersen, 2007) 
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4.3 Disruptive innovation in energy systems 
We now turn to the status of disruption in the energy transitions of the UK and Denmark, with 

findings being summarized in Virhe. Viitteen lähdettä ei löytynyt.. 

 

 

 

Table 3: Summary of status of disruption in the UK and Denmark 

Dimension of disruption UK Denmark 

Technological Grid challenges caused by 
intermittent supply; solar; 
energy efficiency  

Decentralised energy supply; 
onshore wind; energy 
efficiency; minimal solar 

Market and business model based around conventional 
business models oriented 
around incumbents and active 
suppliers and passive 
consumers; changes occurring 
in OFGEM* regulation to cater 
for flexibility 

Disruption of Danish utility 
business model oriented 
around fossil fuel assets in the 
1990s; divestment by DONG** 
from fossil fuels. Both 
instances initially resisted by 
these companies.  

Regulatory Significant challenges in 
current OFGEM regulation of 
National Grid. 

Tax issues, no tax on biomass 
but remaining tax on 
electricity 

Ownership Still dominated by ‘big six’ 
suppliers; minimal community 
energy 

Cooperatives; small scale 
manufactures; 
municipalisation;  

Actors and networks The ‘big six’; lobbying 
curtailing disruption 

Farmers; local turbine 
manufacturers; the State 

Status of disruption The UK while experiencing 
technical challenges at the grid 
level, has not undergone a 
significant disruption given 
that business models and 
ownership models have not 
been radically changed; 
centralised supply paradigm 
remains in place  

Denmark has undergone 3 
stages of disruption: the 
decentralisation of energy 
production and new actors 
and ownership that challenged 
dominant paradigm; 
centralisation of renewable 
technologies and expansion; 
slowing disruption due to 
issues around public 
acceptance  

 

*OFGEM – the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets is the government regulator for the electricity 

and downstream natural gas markets in the UK 

** DONG is the largest energy company in Denmark.  

 

4.3.1 UK 
A larger group of seven interviewees indicated there had been some disruption in the UK energy  

system encompassing technological, regulatory, and business model-related factors, including falling 

wholesale costs of electricity, riven in party by the zero marginal cost nature of these technologies 

forcing the re-regulation of the electricity market, and particularly, impending technical disruptions of 
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the grid. One interviewee pointed out the ‘voltage problem’ where “the changes that have been taking 

place over the last ten years have led to a change of characteristics such that now there are hours and 

hours and hours of the year when the voltage is going up and up heading- I think they got up to 419kV. 

The operational limit is 420kV” (UK Interview 10, Regulation). These concerns have also been raised 

in the System Operability Framework documents produced by the National Grid, which highlight the 

technical challenges at the grid level posed by variable supply and more demand led policies (National 

Grid, 2016).  

 However, three interviewees specifically argued that there had been no disruption to the UK energy 

system so far. One respondent put it simply that “I don’t think whether we have seen the disruption 

from genuinely decentralised renewables just yet” (UK 5, Think tank). Another  interviewee stated that 

“electricity policy is essentially dominated by the perceived need to basically base our  electricity 

system around a relatively small number of relatively large generating sets, which hasn’t changed  

since the ‘50s” (UK 9, Energy consultancy). One interviewee underlined a key period where disruption 

was beginning to take place was between 2010-2015: “I think that we had the potential for disruption, 

and the disruption started in 2010, when they introduced the feed-in tariff system”. However, they 

added that due to policies around energy efficiency and incentives for renewables being removed in 

2015, ““We had the potential for some serious disruption, and that has all been eliminated now.” (UK 

13, NGO).  

 

In terms of business models and ownership models, the interviewees felt that ‘big players’, i.e.  

incumbent energy suppliers still dominated. While the market share of incumbent utility companies,  

‘the big six’ has reduced from around 100% in 2008 to 85% by 2015, the prevalence of new  ownership 

models around renewable energy that are seen in other countries like Denmark and  Germany are 

notably low in the UK (Balch, 2015). This finding is supported by literature illustrating how new 

business models have not developed in the UK energy market and new market players  struggle to 

gain hold unlike in countries, such as Germany, where incumbent business models have been put 

under substantial pressure by new players (Richter, 2013b; Shahan, 2013). One interviewee noted that 

the lack of a ‘flexibility’ market in the UK was an issue that innovation in business models around 

energy provision from occurring: “We don’t have competition in the wholesale market. That’s a major 

barrier…and on top of that we’ve layered all these auxiliary services, and a capacity market outside an 

already imperfect market structure. It is a very bad picture from an innovation point of view” (UK 8 

Utility).  

 

The potential disruption of the regulatory frameworks designed by OFGEM in which the grid operator, 

The National Grid carries out its functions, was discussed by five interviewees. Grid regulation is 

increasingly being put under pressure by decentralised and household forms of energy production like 

solar, efficiency and electric vehicles. One interviewee noted that a “new governance framework” was 

needed because “…for example…electric vehicle manufacturers coming along with really neat apps so 

that you can charge your car at the best price or the lowest carbon or whatever you want. Potentially, 

those parties could shut down the National Grid” because in part, there was not a ‘system architect’ 

that could see this activity taking place because the National Grid oversees the transmission network 

and distribution networks play a largely passive role (UK 10, regulation).  

 

In terms of actors and networks, five interviewees mentioned that the energy transition has been 

dominated by large incumbent utility companies. For example, “a large part of the industry is very 
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monopolistic” (UK 10, Civil Servant) and has remained in place. This was contrasted with other 

European countries: “in Germany [...] if you look at the way their PV is distributed, it is across a huge 

number of organisations – your Bavarian farmers, this sort of stuff –whereas in the UK, it is much more 

utility-scale, big solar farms.” (UK 3, Industry Association). The small penetration of community energy 

schemes was also mentioned: “Community and locally owned stuff has not become a significant part 

of the system in the way that it has in Germany, and that reflects the politics” (UK 5, Think Tank). Other 

actors mentioned as key with respect to achieving disruptive change include the National Grid, the 

Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGEM), and Distribution Network Operators (DNOs). 

 

4.3.2 Denmark 
 

A focus on a technological disruption entailing a shift towards decentralised wind in power production, 

biomass conversation in heat and power production, and energy efficiency in buildings since the 1980s 

was noted by eleven interviewees. In response to a question regarding how the Danish energy system 

had been disrupted one interviewee noted: “Over the last something, 30, 40 years, the most striking 

fact is that we have close to 50% wind power in the system now, compared to 1982 [when it was 

minimal]…when the first turbines were raised” (DK 16, Utility). On the topic of demand side measures, 

another interviewee stated: “what you could argue has been disruptive in the early days, which has 

been different from other countries, is that we, at an early age, put in building standards, building 

codes, so that, at least, new buildings were built in a proper way” (DK 2, Research). The growth of 

Danish wind has been recognised as disruptive in the literature. According to Karnøe (2012: 76) “…wind 

power has disruptive consequences on the material arrangement of the system, pricing methods and 

political regulation, and these disruptive consequences have to be assumed at face value and 

organized in a responsible manner”.  

 

Six Interviewees focussed on other technological factors outlining that previously dominant coal 

assets had been disrupted and replaced by renewables. Four interviews mentioned ‘intermittency’ or 

‘fluctuation’ as being a problem for the energy system in Denmark, and one interviewee mentioned 

grid issues and interconnectors as a problem, because there is “too much” electricity at times of high 

wind production, so it must be exported or stored (DK 5, Research).  Four interviewees noted that the 

growth of solar has been minimal due to poor regulation, poor practices within the solar installations 

industry, and tax law issues forming a barrier. Storage and further interconnection as well as the 

coupling of consumption and production were identified by five interviewees as the key future 

disruptive challenges.  

 

Differing stages of the disruption were identified that entail different aspects of ownership and 

business models. First, in the initial period of growth in the 1980s and 1990s renewable energy 

investment and manufacturing was mainly carried out by small manufacturers and owned by 

cooperative groups and farmers, and was supported by state subsidies. The second period between 

2002-2008 was characterized by the liberalisation of electricity markets coupled with increasing 

directed state involvement and the involvement of large companies in the manufacturing of wind 

turbines. In particular, the merger of DONG was pivotal in cementing Denmark’s export-oriented 

outlook towards large wind. In a third period (identified by four interviewees) during 2004-2008, the 
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disruption ‘slowed’ because of party politics of the time and ‘climate scepticism’. It was also 

highlighted that from 2008 onwards Denmark saw renewed support mechanisms and political 

direction. Concerns were raised by four interviewees that the original community ownership and 

social democratic underpinnings of the Danish energy transition are being threatened because of the 

involvement of pension schemes, and international players such as “Goldman Sachs” detached from 

the local interests traditionally surrounding wind energy in Denmark. So the rise of offshore wind to 

some extent can be seen to be problematising the ownership models leading the initial phase of the 

disruption. One interviewee highlighted problems with vested interests in the Danish energy transition 

noting potential problems currently with Dansk Energi (The Danish Energy Association) taking overall 

control of decision making, where “they exclude a lot of other actors’ interest in the society” (e.g. DK 

6, NGO).  

 

Seven interviewees pointed out the importance of locally owned renewable energy production and 

cooperatives in driving the disruption from bottom up. For example, “[w]hat has been very 

disruptive…is the local ownership, how that has enabled a lot of initiatives that you would not be able 

to initiate with a top-down approach” (DK 2, Research). The role of private, local actors has been a key 

driver of the Danish energy transition, where, “all these things started because some private people, 

especially the farmers who had some land, put up a windmill and then they got some attractive 

subsidies.” (DK 4, industry trade association). The local actors were pivotal not just in owning and 

investing in renewable energy but also in the origins of the Danish wind manufacturing industry: “The 

small wind turbines were very simple, and were made by people, or made using equipment that was 

already known, more or less. They started from below, from the bottom” (DK 17, Energy 

Ministry).There was a disruption of the business models of Danish utilities by wind in the 1990s. As an 

interviewee that was a member of a Danish energy industry association in the 1990s recalls: “We as 

an organisation, we saw it [wind power] as a threat to the coal-fired central power plants…we saw it 

as a threat because it [wind power] was ruining the existing industry” (DK 7 Industry association).  

  

In addition to ‘bottom up’ actors, ‘top down’ actors have also played an important role. In particular 

the state was mentioned as an important actor in intervening and directing the Danish wind industry 

by nine interviewees. Four interviewees highlighted that the state played an important role from the 

beginning as a key actor in facilitating disruptive change. For example, one interviewee stated, “It’s 

not bottom up. You can say it's bottom up, but it's also top down because…at the same time you  have 

negotiations in the parliament, where the advocative minister is trying to convince social  democrats 

to get wind power on the agenda” (DK 10, Research). An interviewee who had been a member of an 

industry association that had been resistant to renewables noted, “I think one of the reasons we lost 

[stopped resisting renewables] was because we realised that the politicians wanted to go this way” 

(DK 7 Industry Association).  

 

 

4.4 Industrial Policy 
 

We now turn our attention to industrial policy, and start again by presenting our findings for the UK, 

before presenting the results for Denmark, which are summarized in table 4. 
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Table 4: Summary of industrial policy in the UK and Denmark 

Dimension of industrial policy UK Denmark 

Traditional Perceived lack of industrial 
policy for past 30 years. 
industrial policy in recent years 
through UK ‘industrial 
strategy’ 

Industrial policy implemented 
in Denmark after the 1970s; 
collaborative and stakeholder 
based.  

Green industrial policy Historic lack of green industrial 
policy; lack of long-term 
support for solar, energy 
efficiency and onshore wind. 
Short termism with respect to 
decentralised renewables 
Industrial policy around 
offshore wind and nuclear  

Long term continued state 
support through subsidies, 
loans, and close collaboration 
with industry combined with 
the consensus and long term 
vision around transition to 
renewables, befits notions of a 
‘green industrial policy’. 

Instruments Vertical: Feed-in-Tariffs; 
contracts for difference; ‘strike 
price’ for nuclear; loan 
guarantees for nuclear 
investors; horizontal: 
coordination of industrial 
forum around offshore wind, 
regional: abandonment or 
regional industrial approaches.  

Vertical:  subsidies for 
manufacture; subsidies for 
operation; Feed-in-Tariffs; 
funding and setting up wind 
testing parks; ‘forcing’ Danish 
industry into offshore wind. 
Horizontal: multi stakeholder 
approach, industry 
associations and platforms;  

Manufacturing Missed opportunity of UK 
manufacturing in renewables 
at a time when UK 
manufacturing in decline; 
however, recent policy 
interventions to increase local 
content for offshore wind 
developments and boosting 
UK supply chains around 
offshore wind and nuclear 
power 

Turbine manufacturers gaining 
loans and benefiting from 
early subsidy schemes; The 
state stepping in to save 
Danish wind manufacturing 
industry in the late 1980s. 
Dominance of Danish 
companies in Manufacturing 
of onshore wind turbines; 
wind manufacturing ‘clusters’. 

Skills/jobs & trade unions Minimal involvement of trade 
unions; jobs argument not 
traditionally significant part of 
UK energy; large job losses in 
solar industry; concern around 
lack of involvement of trade 
unions in UK energy transition. 

Reskilling and retraining 
activities during coal 
divestment; long term 
involvement of trade unions; 
focus on job preservation; 

Innovation Significant drop in R&D in late 
1990s; abandoned wind test 
programmes in the 1980s; 
more recently, increased R&D, 
investment in battery storage 
developments and innovation 
catapults set up.  

Long term consistent R&D for 
wind; close collaboration 
between government and 
industry on R&D; opening and 
funding of test centres for 
wind development 
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4.4.1 UK 
On the theme of Traditional industrial policy there was an understanding shared by five interviewees 

that for the past several decades the UK has effectively had no industrial policy. A UK politician put it 

simply that “I'm not convinced there really has been industrial strategy in the UK for probably kicking 

on for certainly more than my lifetime [between 30-35 years].” (UK 2, Politician). Elsewhere it was 

stated that “the traditional British view, at least since the optimism of the ’60s, has been: ‘We don’t do 

industrial policy. It just messes things up’” (UK 1, Research). Industrial policy was contrasted by five 

interviewees with the UK’s market-oriented approach (discussed in more detail in the context section). 

It was noted by one interviewee that “the view there was the market; this magnificent invisible hand 

tied thinking will sort it out for us” has dominated decision-making on industrial policy (UK 4, Civil 

Servant). It was noted by four interviewees however, that the UK in recent years was changing its 

approach to industrial policy and more interventionist approaches in markets to stimulate industry 

were once again being considered. This was put down to the 2007-08 financial crisis, the UK’s poor 

industrial productivity in comparison to some other European countries, and the decline of British 

manufacturing leading to a trade deficit and an economy dominated by the services sector. 

This lack of industrial policy in the UK replaced by the dominance of a market-oriented approach is 

recognised in the literature (Craig, 2015; O’Sullivan et al., 2013). Although, this is slightly nuanced 

around the idea that the UK’s industrial policy related to the more general aim of ‘competitiveness’ 

rather than more directly supporting industry (Beath, 2002; Wren, 2001). However, the notable strong 

shift towards industrial policy (or ‘industrial strategy’ as it is referred to in the UK) is recognising as 

signalling a potential break in the neoliberal principles that previously dominated in the UK where the 

state should not play an interventionist role (Berry, 2016; Elliot, 2016; Pemberton, 2016; Valero, 2017). 

Jones, (2016: 828) notes that an apparent “rediscovery of industrial policy” by the British Conservative 

Party is driven by “…a near-terminal collapse of the financial system and several decades of de-

industrialisation. It re-emerged under conditions of high public and private debt, a large trade deficit, 

and huge regional inequalities”. It must also be noted that the rival Labour Party, also set out an 

Industrial Strategy document, which was more oriented towards climate change and therefore 

‘green’, with one of the two central missions of Labour’s industrial strategy being that “60% of the 

UK’s energy will come from low carbon or renewable sources by 2030 to help us meet the challenge of 

tackling climate change” (Labour Party 2017: 3).  

The priorities of industrial strategy in the UK has also seen institutional reorganisation taking place 

with the Conservative Party forming a new department, The Department for Business Energy and 

Industrial Strategy (BEIS) in 2016, and unveiling an Industrial Strategy Green paper (BEIS, 2017). This 

forming the basis for a consultation on the future of UK industrial strategy, and includes important 

discussions around the use of vertical policies in the form of ‘sectoral deals’, increased regionalisation, 

and large infrastructural investment, and increased funding in education and skills. At the time of 

writing, the exact approach to be taken remains to be seen.  

In terms of Green industrial Strategy six interviewees noted that industrial policy had not played a 

significant part of the UK’s energy transition. For example, Feed-In-Tariffs were introduced late 

compared to other countries like Germany or Denmark. Shares of R&D funding for renewables have 

been in most years lower than in Germany and Denmark. One interviewee, who worked in 

Government in the 1980s, referred to a lack of green industrial policy as a “missed opportunity”. 

Particularly, industrial expertise stemming from shipbuilding in the 1980s did not receive long-term 

support for the benefit of wind power, with only a few test wind farms built and subsequently 

programmes being cancelled, losing expertise overseas (UK 4, Civil Servant; Wilson, 2012). Two 

interviewees mentioned that, during 2000-2010, there were efforts to develop green industrial 
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strategy but these efforts “never got even the remotest indication that Treasury was interested” (UK 

Interview 6, NGO). There have been recent policy changes regarding the development of industrial 

strategy and the creation of BEIS, providing potential for new green industrial strategy (Francis, 2016; 

Lockwood, 2016; Mazzucato & Watson, 2017; TUC, 2016). While seven interviewees mentioned the 

new industrial strategy as a positive step in having more long term planning, it was mentioned that 

“the industrial strategy is very light on specifics” (UK 3, Industry  Association), and there is uncertainty 

whether the new focus on industry would constitute a ‘green’ industrial strategy. 

There was concern that while resource productivity and energy costs are important, there was not 

enough focus on technologies in which the UK could seize opportunities for new global products: “The 

industrial strategy should be looking at technologies where we have the potential to play a world-

leading role. At the moment that looks to me at being marine renewables of all forms… What the UK 

will go for I think is more of the same.” (UK 2, Politician). While there has been a consultation, so far 

the approach indicated has been for “sectoral deals” with the nuclear industry receiving a sectoral 

deal but with renewables not being mentioned as key priorities in the same way that nuclear is in the 

industrial strategy documents thus far (BEIS, 2016; BEIS 2017). One interviewee indicated the priorities 

the British government have for nuclear compared to other technologies: “of course nuclear will have 

a place in the new industrial strategy, because government has been pretty consistently committed to 

it.” (UK 5, Think tank). The intensity of support for the nuclear industry that befits notions of industrial 

policy, in terms of targeted long term planning and policies around nuclear manufacturing, supply 

chains and skills has been ongoing since 2006, as detailed elsewhere (Cox, et al, 2016). 

One interviewee noted that the lack of prioritisation around climate change suggested that the UK’s 

industrial strategy may not necessarily be a ‘green’ one: “you’ve got 10 pillars of an industrial strategy, 

none of them are about climate change, none of them are about driving down their emissions….when 

energy comes in, it’s about affordability” (UK 7, Trade Union). Five interviewees also expressed 

scepticism about the UK’s industrial strategy being beneficial for renewables. They referred again to 

the ‘policy reset’ in 2015, where many supportive measures around solar, onshore wind, and energy 

efficiency were withdrawn as a reason to be sceptical regarding the importance of renewables for the 

UK’s new industrial strategy. One interviewee stated that “…unfortunately we’ve kind of hit a very 

funny period right now…the government priorities have become skewed and have gone in the direction 

of nuclear and fracking” (UK 13, NGO).  

As well as nuclear however, offshore wind was thought to be an area that would be targeted as part 

of the UK’s industrial strategy by three interviewees. One interviewee stated that “the likes of offshore 

wind had a place in the last industrial strategy, I’d be shocked it if didn’t have a place in this industrial 

strategy” (UK 5, Think tank). There is evidence to suggest that offshore wind is an area where the UK 

has been deploying industrial policy instruments. The UK government has worked closely with the 

industry undertaking a “strategic framework for the offshore wind industry” since 2002 (DTI, 2002). 

Despite being the most expensive form of conventional low carbon generation, the UK government 

continues to support offshore wind through Contracts for Difference (CfDs) in place, while support for 

other renewables have been cut in 2015. More specifically related to industrial policy however, in 

2009 investment was made by Government to encourage manufacturing of blades for offshore wind 

turbines to boost ‘green jobs’ (Mullholland, 2009).  

Coordination measures such as the setting up of the Offshore Wind Developers Forum in close contact 

with state institutions also indicates that industrial policies are present in this domain.  There has been 
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a clear focus on the value of offshore wind for UK jobs and manufacturing industries, with the 

publishing of an ‘industrial strategy for offshore wind’ specifically designed around increasing the role 

of UK manufacturing in the offshore industry (HM Government, 2013b). The state has collaborated 

closely with Siemens to enable the opening of the blade construction facility in Hull, which opened in 

2016. Additionally, targets of 50% UK content for offshore wind was set (BVG Associates, 2013) with 

estimates that higher shares could be reached (BVG Associates, 2014). It was announced by 

government that future offshore wind developments will “require” British local content in future 

where developers will need to demonstrate how an offshore wind proposal benefits the “UK supply 

chain” (Weston, 2016). 

Yet, while the UK has done considerably well in establishing supply chains and manufacturing 

capability around offshore wind and nuclear energy, other forms of low carbon strategy including 

onshore wind, solar as well as energy efficiency, have arguably seen a diminishment of support 

(Bawden, 2015; Green Alliance, 2016; Harrabin, 2015; Megaw, 2015). It was stated by two 

interviewees that there had been a ‘missed opportunity’ in the UK in terms of creating jobs and 

sustaining manufacturing through the substantial renewables resources (two interviewees), 

considered to be the best in Europe (Department of Energy and Climate Change 2013). “It’s a great 

shame, because many jobs could have been created at a time when so many jobs were being lost 

through deindustrialisation…the UK could have been at the forefront of manufacturing renewables 

rather than at the back of the queue catching up, like it is now” (UK 13, NGO). Moreover, three 

interviewees were concerned about the significant loss of skills and expertise in the solar industry 

through the policy resetting of 2015 where an estimated 12,000 jobs were lost 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2016). Two other interviewees highlighted the positive role of the Hull 

offshore wind hub in bolstering jobs around the offshore wind manufacturing industry. So there is 

evidence that jobs and skills in low carbon generation are only considered a priority for industrial 

policy for certain technologies, particularly offshore wind and nuclear power.  

It was felt by a trade union representative that trade unions were not playing a central role in energy 

transitions, and while there were many conversations going on in the trade union movement around 

the green economy and the ‘just transition’, it was pointed out that “government are not forthcoming 

in discussing these issues” (UK 7, Trade Union). The interviewee articulated that not enough attention 

was being given to the issues of new employment issues on regions formally heavily involved in coal 

mining and coal fired power production. The lack of negotiation with Trade Unions in the UK was 

contrasted by the Trade Union representative with continental Europe and particularly Germany, 

where it was said that a “different approach” is taken, where: “Trade Unions have a seat at the table 

that you just don’t get in the UK” (UK 7). The issues of job losses for already deindustrialised regions 

as a result of the phase out of coal-fired power was also discussed. However, the same interviewee 

pointed out that equally trade union members often do not see the value of new industrial futures 

around renewables and resist change, protecting incumbent industries.  

In terms of innovation policy, three respondents mentioned that the R&D portfolio has improved in 

recent years with more diversity in terms of the technologies that received funding. As Virhe. Viitteen 

lähdettä ei löytynyt. shows, long-term trajectories in the UK highlight that the priority until the late 

1980s was the funding of nuclear related R&D. However, after a period where there was minimal R&D, 

highlighted as a significant barrier to disruptive change by two interviewees, R&D for renewables 

picked up from 2004 onwards. One interviewee mentioned recent initiatives such as the formation of 

the Energy Technologies Institute, and the Energy Systems Catapult as important R&D ventures for 
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disruptive innovation. Yet, three interviewees again with the policy reset where over half the R&D 

budget went to the nuclear sector, particularly around SMRs. For one interviewee this was not 

prioritising industries in which the UK could become a global leader highlighted changes made in 2015 

such as marine renewables, because the UK had already lost its position as a leading nuclear power 

over 40 years ago.  

 

Figure 2: Development and areas of UK public energy R&D spending (1974-2014) 

 

Source: IEA (2015) 

 

4.4.2 Denmark 
The Danish interviews did not provide insights in terms of broader reflections on the role of traditional 

industrial policy in Danish policymaking. However, many things discussed related to key instruments 

of industrial policy oriented around renewables in particular wind, suggestive of green industrial 

policy. Elsewhere, however it has been noted that industrial policy has been an important dimension 

of Danish policy- making. As Campbell & Pedersen, (2007: 321) argue “…Denmark embraced industrial 

policy” where due to lacklustre performance of the Danish economy in the 1970s “the government 

devised an industrial policy aimed at improving the technological capacities and, therefore, the 

competitiveness of Danish firms in world markets”. However, this was fundamentally oriented around 

the kinds of procedures of ‘negotiative democracy’ discussed in the context section, comprising “an 

institutionalized strategic collaboration between various actors from the private sector and 

government—a discovery process where firms, unions, other interest groups, experts, and the state 

learn about costs and opportunities and then engage in strategic coordination” (ibid: 323). It is worth 

emphasising that such a policy approach stands in stark contrast to the centralised and market-driven 

approach of the UK (Hancké & Coulter, 2013). However in terms of broader industrial policy 

approaches, it was noted by six interviewees that a more market-oriented approach was set in motion 

in which potentially complicates the broader notion of Danish industrial policy however this link was 
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not made. As discussed below with regards to the wind industry, it does seem that industrial policy 

around wind energy continued regardless of these broader institutional changes.  

Given that the timing of Denmark’s renewed focus on strengthening Danish industry after the 1970s 

coincides with the strategic support of the Danish wind technology, suggesting that the Danish energy 

transition was tied to industrial policy-related aims from early on. Denmark had incentive schemes 

around the development of a wind turbine industry for considerable time. Early subsidy and incentive 

schemes were mentioned by seven interviewees, noting that “there was a political remit [from the 

early 1980s] where power companies were obliged to build a certain number of megawatts of wind” 

(DK 7, Industry Association). It was also suggested by one interviewee that strong support for 

renewables in Denmark Conservatives was not based around environmental concerns but the case 

that it was “good for business” (DK, Government ), highlighting the importance of industrial factors in 

driving the Danish energy transition. 

The role of local small-scale Danish manufacturers as well as cooperative energy producers have been 

crucial, however long term support for renewables since the early 80s was noted, with a range of 

state-led interventions mentioned by eight interviewees. This included very early support for onshore 

wind within the Energy plan of 1980, where investors were entitled to a direct subsidy from the State 

of 30% of total investment costs. Four interviewees mentioned the importance of export opportunities 

for Danish manufacturing around the wind industry in initiating support from Government, including 

“close collaboration between government and the [offshore wind] industry” (DK 2, Research), where 

the state continues to play a key role in DONG energy both in terms of ownership and strategic 

decision making (DK 4, Industry Association). Another important point of State support mentioned by 

four interviewees was the Risø Wind Power Test Centre, set up by Government in the late-1970s, 

which enabled incremental learning around wind and the emergence of a ‘wind power cluster’ (Vig 

Nielsen, 2017). The Nordic Folk Centre for Renewable Energy evolved as the principal coordinator of 

R&D in local small-scale renewable energy and energy-efficiency solutions, gaining state support from 

1983. In 1985, rather than supporting investment, the government implemented policies that would 

enable production.  

Generators were given minimum support per kWh fed into the grid. Also during this time, it was 

pointed out that the government signed the first agreements with major utilities instructing them to 

invest in wind power, and four interviewees even described these activities as the state “forcing” 

Danish utilities to focus more on renewables. The recognition by interviewees of long-term state-led 

support for the wind industry is also noted in the literature. As Karnøe and Garud point out, (2012: 

733), from an early stage in the 1980s in the context of considerable public and political concern 

around climate change and sustainability, “state intervention” was a key feature of the Danish 

transition from the beginning, where “State intervention also encouraged research and 

experimentation across geographically co-located entrepreneurs and it was also involved in the setting 

up of an approval of wind turbine designs by a test and research station. In sum, state intervention 

stimulated both demand pull and technology push.” (733).  

Related to considerations of skills/ jobs and trade unions five interviewees mentioned the importance 

of focussing on the benefits of jobs from renewable technologies. In the past, the trade unions 

accepted the position that the wind energy industry would provide jobs: “I think a good thing here 

about the green agenda is we convinced a lot of people in the unions back in the ‘90s that green was 

not…disrupting the jobs, because you can create jobs. It’s a more broad discussion, but I think we have 

had this discussion at least since the ‘80s. It’s also circular economy and all these things. It is a job 

creator.” (DK 8, Government). The importance of employment created by these new industries such 
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as wind power was specifically related to the decline of shipbuilding in Denmark, where “especially 

the windmill industry is a job for metalworkers. [...] we also produce it in what you call the outskirts of 

the country.” (DK 6, Government). This is summarized by one interviewee: “The wind. It’s our new 

shipyard.” (DK 3, NGO).  Denmark is often identified as a case of a ‘just transition’ or a form of ‘energy 

democracy’ in which trade unions have been fully integrated stakeholders involved in the decision-

making process and where workers have benefited from the structural changes occurring as a result 

of the growth of renewables (ACTU, 2016; ETUC, 2016a, 2016b; Hampton, 2015). Again, this dimension 

of industrial policy related to a more collaborative and negotiated form of decision making is not one 

usually pursued in the UK, yet in Denmark, “trade unions and employers associations had privileged 

access to influencing, designing and implementing policies affecting their members and the political 

economy in general” (Ibsen, 2012: 1).  

 
Another key issue related to jobs and skills was the ways in which skills retention and management of 

job losses was coordinated as DONG began divesting from coal. This was carried out by ‘exporting’ 

skills expertise to other countries. As one interviewee states “we decided to try another way. So maybe 

we could hand them over to somebody who needs them, so we made an announcement: ‘We have 150 

bright engineers, the best in the world on coal-fired plants. Does anybody want to take them over, not 

one by one but as a group; over all 150 people in one shot?.” (DK 1, Utility) Attention towards issues 

of jobs and skills related to the wind industry may have been beneficial for smoothing the energy 

transition, enabling the benefits of disruptive technologies to be captured. This corresponds to the 

more participatory approach in decision-making, of involving trade unions in decision making on 

energy has been cited as beneficial for enabling energy transitions to occur (Mendonça, Lacey, & 

Hvelplund, 2009). Again, the focus on the retention of skill and training cannot be divorced from the 

broader industrial policy context of Denmark however. As Campell and Pedersen (2007: 324) point 

out, in Denmark “industrial restructuring policies were linked locally to expansions in vocational 

training and reskilling programs for workers who would lose their jobs as a result of plant closings or 

downsizing”. 

The importance of innovation policy through long term R&D for wind energy support was noted by 

five interviewees. Test facilities for wind have been implemented and funded by the State since the 

1970s (Klaassen, Miketa, Larsen, & Sundqvist, 2005). As Virhe. Viitteen lähdettä ei löytynyt. and the 

corresponding Virhe. Viitteen lähdettä ei löytynyt. for the UK indicate, a clear difference between the 

two countries is that Denmark did not have large amounts of public R&D funding devoted to nuclear 

power in the early stages. Also, levels of public R&D support remained more steady than in the UK 

where there was a significant drop in R&D expenditure from the late 1980s onwards.  

Figure 3: Development and areas of Danish public energy R&D spending (1974-2014) 
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Source: (IEA, 2015) 

 

4.5. Interplay between industrial policy and disruptive innovation in Denmark and the 

UK  

In this section, we now turn to two aspects of the interplay between industrial policy and energy 

system disruption, starting with research question 2a on industrial policy as enabler or barrier to 

disruption, and then turning to changes in industrial policy in response to energy system disruption. 

4.5.1 Industrial policy as enabler and barrier to disruption 

UK 

It was suggested in four interviews lack of industrial policy in the UK was a barrier to disruption in the 

energy sector. As one interviewee put it: “one would have to say that the approach to industrial 

strategy…formulated towards the end of the last century and then reinforced through the first decade 

of this century has been incredibly unhelpful for renewables” (UK 6, NGO). Connected to this idea is 

the dominance of the UK Treasury, as stated by one interviewee, which had “…constantly set its face 

against the notion that we should have regional or industrial strategy” (UK 8, Consultancy).  

This lack of a regional industrial focus was mentioned by four interviewees, and is relevant because it 

was at the regional level where ideas around industries based around potentially disruptive energy 

technologies were based. As one interviewee put it: “We'd say, "Look, we can turn the south west into 

an astonishing hub of industrial activity to power the renewable revolution", and never got even the 

remotest indication that Treasury was interested in that scenario.” (UK 6, NGO). A lack of industrial 

strategy was associated by four interviewees as an important dimension in the ‘lack of vision’ around 

a different energy paradigm for the UK. 
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Several interviewees reflected on the UK’s recent considerations of industrial strategy, which is not 

designed to enable energy system disruption. Three interviewees pointed out a lack of clarity 

regarding the industrial strategy. One interviewee noted that the “the industrial strategy is very light 

on specifics…especially on solar” and “nor is there any real suggestion that the government is going to 

herald a wholesale shift to, away from big subsidies for offshore wind and nuclear.” (UK 3, Trade 

Association). A politician argued that the industrial strategy was focussing on familiar technologies 

rather than on “technologies where we have the potential to play a world-leading role” such as ‘marine 

renewables’ and ‘floating wind farms’ (UK 2, Politician). Three interviewees noted that the industrial 

strategy appears to be more about lowering costs for existing industries rather than promoting new 

technological trajectories. As discussed above, the apparent prioritisation of the UK Government 

towards nuclear power and offshore wind was mentioned by five interviewees. It was pointed out that 

incumbent sources of energy, particularly nuclear power, appeared to have a privileged position in 

the proposed industrial strategy, with potential consequences of curtailing disruption.  

However, two four interviewees pointed towards the changing nature of innovation policy (a 

potentially important strand of industrial policy) as a place where “they’ve started funding things that 

are potentially disruptive.” (UK 1). This last point is potentially backed up by developments in UK policy 

in July 2017, where the British government have allocated £45 million to open a ‘battery storage 

research centre’ to bring down costs and make Britain a leader in battery storage technology, with a 

‘mission  oriented’ approach based around a competition named the ‘Farady challenge’ (HM 

Government, 2017). This is part of a phased long term investment of £246 million for battery storage 

technologies,  announced to coincide with plans by OFGEM and Government to build towards a more 

flexible energy system (OFGEM, 2017). This was widely welcomed by a range of energy experts and 

by some as a ‘game changer’ in UK energy, possibly signalling greater planning and State commitment 

towards disruption in the energy sector. These announcements occurred after the interviews had 

taken place however, so were not mentioned by interviewees. 

 
 
Denmark 
 

The decentralisation of energy supply in Denmark is considered as representing a disruption by seven 

interviewees. In this regard, eight interviewees noted the importance that long term government 

subsidy and support to stimulate the wind industry from 1979 onwards, as well as actions taken in the 

1980s influencing companies to switch to biomass, played an important role in enabling this 

disruption. The associated factor of this industrial intervention being geared around the importance 

of a ‘long term’ vision based on a renewable future, is a compounding factor in considering the Danish 

energy transition as an example of green industrial policy. The key role played by the State in 

coordinating the acceleration of investment in wind on the part of Danish utilities in the 1990s, the 

key role of policies to support wind turbine manufacturers in the 1990s, all relevant factors suggesting 

that industrial policy played an enabling role in energy disruption in Denmark. 

There are other points that indicate important linkages between industrial policy and energy system 

disruption that could be considered as enabling factors. Five interviewees pointed towards the 

importance that job creation had played in the Danish energy transition. For example, one interviewee 

discussed the role that the Danish energy transition played in reinvigorating the Danish Shipyards. 

Another example concerns the dialogue between politicians and trade unions in the 1980s which 
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focused on the value of disruption in terms of jobs created through the shift from fossil to renewable 

technologies. As stated by one interviewee, this focus made the key stakeholders of trade unions to 

be generally supportive of the Danish energy transition.  

 

Another related factor mentioned by one interviewee was the important decisions taken by DONG 

energy when (influenced again by the State), decisions were taken to split the company between 

remaining fossil assets that were sold off, and the core business based around offshore wind. There 

was concern about job losses and loss of high skilled jobs related to coal fired power. In order to 

manage this process however, efforts were made to sell off the coal expertise to other countries who 

were still involved in coal fired power construction. While questionable from the perspective of 

embedded emissions, it could be posited that this strategic approach to skills and expertise related to 

fossil fuel assets enabled accelerated disruption in the energy sector to take place, through avoiding 

some of the negative externalities of structural change.  

 

In terms of barriers, seven interviewees raised concerns that the increasing strategic importance of 

the wind industry to Denmark and the strong levels of state control in facilitating this industrial 

expansion, has centralised production into the hands of fewer large companies. The industrial 

expansion and improvements in production methods assisted by the State through the provision of 

test fields and R&D has seen the traditional local production and local ownership models challenged, 

with increasing conflict around siting and financial remunerations from wind power production. For 

some, the increased steering and involvement of the state in the wind industry of Denmark represents 

a centralising process challenging some of the original grassroots and decentralised approaches that 

motivated the Danish energy transition originally. Industrial policy in the 2000s in Denmark has 

arguably been about stabilising an emerging regime into the hands of fewer corporate entities with 

increasing involvement of international finance, and thus may be prohibitive to some aspects of the 

disruptive process in terms of decentralisation and ownership models.  

 

 

4.5.2 Changes in industrial policy due to disruption 
 

UK 

With respect to innovation policies and planning for future technological change, four interviewees 

noted that disruption in the UK was being at least taken more seriously by Government from an 

industrial angle, with new institutes such as the Energy Technologies Institute set up and recent 

announcements put in place for increased funding around battery storage and flexibility. This is 

perhaps suggestive that disruptions ‘on the horizon’ in the UK (and clearly visible in countries like 

Germany) are influencing more strategic interventions by the State to prepare for the disruptive 

changes of the future. While there is disagreement as to whether offshore wind is a point of 

disruption, mentioned by seven UK interviewees and also identified in the literature (Kern, Smith, 

Shaw, Raven, & Verhees, 2014), it is clear that the offshore sector has been the recipient of over ten 

years of strategic state support through Contracts for Difference financing arrangements. However, 

there are also signs of more strategic support for the manufacturing sector around the offshore wind 

construction sector through facilitating the Siemens blade turbine factory in Yorkshire, and more 

recently, ‘local content requirements’ for offshore wind developers. Such actions constitute an implicit 
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‘industrial strategy’ around offshore wind (HM Government, 2013b). Therefore, in response to the 

changing industrial landscape as part of a broader ‘clean disruption’, it may be that opportunities in 

offshore wind have influenced a more industrial policy focus by the UK government. 

However, another theme that emerged from the analysis was concerns raised by three interviewees 

that the ‘industrial strategy’ considered in 2017, did appeared to be oriented more towards lowering 

costs for existing producers where there was little mention of key renewables (apart from offshore 

wind) with the climate change issue also not playing a central role. This concern is compounded by 

two other factors raised by interviewees: one, is the 2015 decisions where a range of policy support 

mechanisms were withdrawn around solar, onshore wind, and energy efficiency, resulting in 

significant job losses and an apparent loss of confidence with regards to investment in these 

technologies (Green Alliance, 2016). The second, noted by three interviewees, was the strong, long-

term support given by the UK government for nuclear power, including changes in planning law, the 

setting up of skills institutes around nuclear, the provision of ‘guaranteed loans’ for investors, 35 year 

index linked guaranteed price for electricity, and R&D priorities for bolstering the British supply chain 

through Small Modular Reactor development. Thus, it is a possibility that industrial policy has also 

emerged in response to emerging disruption, in order to give the support necessary to preserve 

certain strategically important technological areas given the presence and continued growth of low 

carbon competitive technological alternatives. 

 

 

Denmark 

From the Danish case, there are two key points where disruption has potentially influenced industrial 

policy. First, it is important to recall the key role of local and cooperative actors in driving initial 

disruptive changes in the 1980s, combined around the strong vision of the ‘Alternative Energy Plan’ 

based around a shift away from plans for nuclear power towards renewables, in driving change in the 

energy sector of Denmark. As five interviewees highlighted, without this pressure from the grassroots 

it may be that the state-led long-term interventions (which we argue in this paper constitutes a green 

industrial policy) would not have occurred. Therefore, disruption of dominant business models and 

ownership structures through challenging the incumbent energy trajectory pressured the state to take 

more facilitative action through industrial policy measures to stimulate a new industrial pathway. It 

does appear through the consistent political commitments and direct political involvement during the 

1990s, entails that the energy disruption changed from being viewed as a ‘threat’ to being viewed as 

an ‘opportunity’ for stimulating and reinvigorating Danish industry and manufacturing at a time when 

other industries (for example shipbuilding) were in decline.  

Disruption entails the restructuring of industry with potentially significant consequences for 

employment and skills activities. Suggested by evidence in the interview data the energy disruption 

and the restructuring of industry away from fossil fuels, has also influenced strategies to manage the 

decline through industrial policies. This is seen in policies designed to simultaneously softening the 

blow of job changes while again accelerating transformations in offshore wind by providing the test 

facilities required to bolster an emerging industry.  
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5. Discussing six propositions on the interplay of disruption and 

industrial policy 
After having presented our findings on the different building blocks of our analytical framework and 

their interplay, we now turn to a discussion of six propositions arising from our findings for the two 

case study countries to stimulate further discussion and research.  

5.1 Directed industrial policy as enabling disruptive change 
The case of Denmark showed that while decentralised ‘bottom up’ local initiatives were important in 

driving the development of disruptive change, the State played a crucial role in intervening to assist in 

nurturing a long-term research environment for wind energy. From a very early stage, the state 

assisted through subsidizing manufacturing, then subsidizing production, as well as intervening to 

form policies requiring the purchasing of wind energy by utilities, as well as intervening to implement 

switches from coal to biomass from the late 1980s onwards. With the collapse of the Californian 

export market in the 1980s, commentators believe that the Danish wind industry may have collapsed 

without this long term state support (Garud & Karnøe, 2003). These factors, combined with long term 

goal setting around wind energy targets from the early 1980s, displays clear state coordination in 

guiding and shaping the wind and biomass industries in a way that simply was not present in the UK 

until many years later. More direct state intervention and clear political leadership (under Svend 

Auken) emerged in the 1990s with more centralised guidance and political deals brokered to influence 

companies to move more rapidly towards wind energy as well as the state being pivotal in kick starting 

the offshore wind industry. This long term support for wind energy in the context of early concerns 

around climate change and sustainability encapsulates a green industrial policy, and it follows that if 

the growth of wind in Denmark, embodies disruptive characteristics (Karnøe, 2012), then this green 

industrial policy contributed to disruption taking place on a systemic level. 

5.2 Lack of industrial policy as hindering disruptive change 
A complementary finding to this arises from the case of the UK, where interviewees generally argued 

that disruption had not taken place in the UK on a systemic level. It was pointed out, that the energy 

system remains largely centralised and based around key incumbent utility companies, where unlike 

in Denmark local and cooperative ownership is minimal. In addition, the growth of renewables in the 

UK has occurred at a later stage than Denmark. There were not the early subsidy schemes for investing 

in wind energy in the 1980s like in Denmark, or the long-term R&D assistance from the State. Many 

initial policies such as the Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO) were not targeted at a specific industry 

but were neutral and related to low carbon, thus mainly benefiting the incumbent nuclear industry 

(Pearson & Watson, 2012). The UK did not employ direct support in the form of Feed-in-Tariffs 

targeting specific technologies until 20 years after Denmark, and there was no mention in the 

interviews and literature of comparable levels of state involvement in accelerating industrial change 

towards renewable or low carbon industries as occurred in Denmark in the 1990s. Many participants 

also spoke of the lack of long-term vision, which contrasts markedly with Denmark, and a lack of clarity 

regarding the direction of travel for the energy sector. In fact, it was mentioned that through a lack of 

long-term political support, important manufacturing capabilities in UK wind energy were lost in the 

1980s at the time when the Danish industry was slowly being built up through governmental support. 

This picture fits with more general observations of the lack of an explicit (green) industrial policy in 

the UK compared to other countries (Berry, 2016), which appears to at face value and in the minds of 

interviewees, correlate with notions that many characteristics of disruption are not present in the UK 

energy system.  
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5.3 Industrial policy as managing disruptive change 
There is some evidence stated by interviewees in both countries and backed up in the literature 

(Mendonça et al., 2009), that there has been more involvement of key stakeholders including trade 

unions related to issues around the negative consequences of disruption in terms of skills and 

employment. There is evidence that from the 1980s that as in the case of the declining shipyards in 

Denmark, arguments were put to key stakeholders such as trade unions (particularly in the 1990s 

under the Social Democratic central push towards renewables) that the development of wind energy 

and replacing fossil fuels were beneficial from a jobs and skills perspective. Here, the potential of 

renewables was framed as an opportunity rather than threat to employment. While the evidence is 

not substantial, there are signs of the greater importance of unions, questions around jobs and skills, 

and supply chain and manufacturing in the energy transition of Denmark, as befits important 

characteristics of varieties of industrial policy (Andreoni, 2017).  

There was also evidence that when the Danish State pushed key stakeholders such as Dong energy to 

divest from coal assets towards focussing on wind energy, important decisions were made to export 

skills and expertise around coal to other countries, thereby sustaining the skills and expertise in this 

area and presumably moderating job losses incurred through a transition from fossil fuel to renewable 

energy systems. This arguably contrasts significantly with the case of the UK where the rapid closure 

of coal mining activities and industrial activity over the past thirty years is thought to have led to a 

notable loss of skills and unemployment (Foden, Fothergill, & Gore, 2014; Skidelsky, 2013). In the UK’s 

coal phase out consultation of 2016, key concerns that emerged were that insufficient planning had 

been done around issues of job losses, regional decline and retraining, and key stakeholders such as 

trade unions were not involved to a suitable degree (Phil Johnstone & Hielscher, 2017). This again 

relates to broader themes beyond the scope of this paper concerning the very different roles that 

trade unions play in British compared to Danish political culture more generally (Hampton 2015). 

However this point does highlight the importance of such issues, and the potential role some factors 

related to industrial policy play in managing the negative consequences of disruptive change.  

5.4 Industrial policy stabilising and expanding an emerging potential new regime  
There is evidence in both countries of the role of industrial policy in strengthening and expanding an 

emerging new low carbon technological regime through industrial policy related measures, both 

related to offshore wind. However, respondents in both case studies highlighted uncertainties as to 

whether offshore wind entails characteristics of disruptive change. Nevertheless, what was clear is 

that there is evidence of industrial policy related actions towards this sector in both case studies. In 

Denmark, this is seen by the direct political interventions in “forcing” large companies to move more 

quickly towards offshore wind away from coal assets, and in state provision and funding for offshore 

wind parks crucial for the development and testing of technology. In the UK, offshore wind has since 

2007, received privileged support in the form of subsidy and then Contracts for Difference over a long 

period of time despite offshore wind being the highest costing form of currently operating renewable 

generation (Kern et al., 2014). Such state directed support has intensified with the establishment of 

arrangements around ‘local content requirements’ geared towards bolstering British manufacturing 

and supply chains in the offshore wind industry (Weston, 2016). Offshore wind has been specifically 

highlighted as central to the UK’s recent industrial strategy (BEIS, 2017). In the UK interviews, in fact, 

one of the few success stories of a green industrial policy discussed by interviewees was the case of 

the offshore blade turbine manufacturing facility owned by Siemens in Hull, which had been built up 

over many years through close collaboration between business, local government and even trade 

unions. So, as well as enabling the emergence of new technological pathways, certain kinds of 
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industrial policy interventions seem to also be important at a later stage in stabilising and expanding 

supply chains and industrial growth around certain chosen technological pathways.  

5.5 Industrial policy as protecting and maintaining incumbency 
The fifth relation between industrial policy and disruption is highlighted by the UK case, where an 

emerging potential effect of the UK’s rediscovery of industrial policy in recent years may be to protect 

existing, incumbent industries rather than facilitating disruptive change. In the UK since 2006, there 

has been a concerted effort on the part of the British State under different political parties to strongly 

support the nuclear industry, apart from a brief juncture in 2003, when the abandonment of nuclear 

was considered (DTI, 2003), before a rapid ‘behind the scenes’  change of heart (Taylor, 2016), with 

nuclear remerging as central to the UK’s low carbon strategy (BERR 2008; Johnstone, 2009).  

The resurgence of nuclear power, difficult to understand from the perspective of conventional criteria 

based on economics or strength and performance of industry (Johnstone & Stirling, 2015), has been 

accompanied by an array of policy interventions including changes in planning law, speeding up of 

licensing procedures, the opening of new skills institutes, discussions at an early stage around 

industrial strategy around nuclear (HM Government, 2013a), and an outpouring of documentation 

around sustaining skills and expertise in this industry from 2004 onwards (Cox et al., 2016). Nuclear 

power with nuclear power receiving a ‘sectoral deal’ in the proposed government industrial strategy 

(BEIS 2017). Simply put, this sustained support over a 12-year period is unprecedented in the energy 

sector besides from the exception of offshore wind. Some interviewees argued that the high levels of 

support and maintenance of nuclear power as central to the UK generation mix would hinder or slow 

disruptive change, however nuclear power could also be considered as important for meeting the UK’s 

climate obligations.  

5.6 Disruption paving the way for new industrial policy 
The final proposition relates to the potential influence that disruption has on industrial policy. The 

case of Denmark indicates the importance of long-term policies, state led interventions to influence 

the directionality of industry, and policies aimed at managing the decline in jobs and skills losses in 

existing industries. Understood systematically, disruption entails profound changes to entire 

industries and particularly in a highly interconnected and vitally important sector like energy, 

managing and planning for these disruptive changes may require long-term support around new 

industries in order for new pathways to succeed. Given the original high price of these technologies 

and the range of technical and market based consequences of their deployment, means that the state 

may have to play a crucial long-term role as coordinator and shaper of technological trajectories to 

manage information asymmetries and negative externalities. This entails that the energy disruption is 

perhaps an influencing factor in why industrial policy is widely being reconsidered in many countries 

around the world. This can be seen in the UK, where there are signs that the dominant non-

interventionist economic logic is increasingly being challenged as industrial policy makes a return, but 

whether the prospects of a coming disruption in the energy sector is playing any central role in this, 

remains to be seen.  

6. Conclusions 
This paper has focussed on disruption and industrial policy in the energy transitions of Denmark and 

the UK, highlighting key differences between the two countries with regards to these two areas, and 

the interactions between the two. As discussions around both disruption and industrial policy gather 

pace, this analysis has provided insights into how the low carbon transitions of Denmark and the UK 

entail differing characteristics of disruption, and how these energy transitions differ in terms of the 
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role and variety of industrial policy deployed in each context. Rather than a definitive causal link 

between industrial policy and disruption, we have identified different ways in each context through 

which industrial policy has enabled and hindered disruption as well as how disruptive processes in the 

energy sector may be influencing industrial policy responses.  

The analytical framework developed provides a novel way of interrogating the linkages and 

interactions between these two crucial domains. The framework contributes to research on energy 

transitions and sustainability transitions by offering an analysis that can open up for more nuanced 

understandings of the differing ways through which disruption is occurring in energy systems.  Also 

the framework can assist in understanding the differing nature and role played by industrial policy in 

energy transitions, a factor that has hitherto been under researched in the broader field of energy 

transitions.  

The research is of course limited by the particularities of each case study country, and the types of 

actors that were interviewed. For example, while finance is a crucial consideration of varieties of 

industrial policy approaches, these actors were unavailable to be interviewed during this research 

process and so this issue was not discussed. Opening up future research on this topic to a wider variety 

of actors would be an important step, given the greater diversity of actors that operate in the broad 

field of energy policy, some of which were not included in this study. 

Nevertheless, the analytical framework offers an approach for future research in different energy 

contexts to garner further insights on the interactions between disruption and industrial policy. The 

propositions discussed in the last section of this paper, offer a starting point in building insights into 

what the relationship between industrial policy and disruption may be, forming the basis of future 

investigation in other countries. Given that a return of industrial policy is evident in many countries, 

and disruption is a keyword increasingly being discussed in energy policy circles, it is important to 

gather more empirical evidence to enhance understandings of how these two areas interact to inform 

future policymaking endeavours around low carbon transitions.  
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